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Islamic Finance – Kuwait

Kuwait showcases growth of Islamic finance
across the Middle East
Kuwait is one of the smallest countries in the world but it is one of the most dynamic in
terms of Islamic finance growth. With the exception of Saudi Arabia, a leader in Islamic
finance, Shariah-compliant banking in Kuwait has a large footprint and is one of the fastest
growing markets in the Middle East.
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Average growth in Islamic financing averaged 8% between December 2016 and December
2021, almost twice the pace of conventional lending at around 4.6% (see Exhibit 1). Driving
that growth is steady demand for Shariah-compliant products that spans corporate and retail
clients and reaches into the emirate’s large bankable workforce.
Boubyan Bank K.S.C.P. (Baseline Credit Assessment baa3, Long-term Deposit Rating A2
stable) is a good example of the sector's fast growth, transforming from a small struggling
Islamic institution into the country's third-largest bank in just 10 years. We expect growth to
continue in 2022, as high oil prices boost the post-pandemic economic recovery benefiting
both Islamic and conventional banks.
Exhibit 1

Financing growth of conventional and Islamic bank loans in Kuwait
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Kuwait is among the largest Islamic banking penetrated markets globally, with attractive returns
Islamic finance penetration in Kuwait, at 42%, is already among the highest across key Islamic finance markets. Financing assets
were $85 billion as of September 2021 (Exhibit 1) up from $79 billion in December 2020. Rising demand reflects the increasing
sophistication of Shariah- compliant financial products over the last decade. From plain asset and liability products 10 years ago, the
product range has broadened and deepened and is now comparable with conventional banking.
Outperformance in growth is expected to be matched by outperformance in profitability going forward, supported mainly by larger
contribution of low cost deposits to Islamic banks' funding profile. Accordingly, Islamic banks in Kuwait earn a higher net financing
income margin and marginally higher return on assets than the country's conventional banks (see Exhibit 2).
Exhibit 2

Islamic banks are more profitable than conventional banks in Kuwait

Source: Central Bank of Kuwait - Quarterly Statistical Bulletin

Concurrently, the industry is regulated by the central bank, which drafts regulations in compliance with both the Accounting and
Auditing Organization for Islamic financial institutions (AAOIFI), where applicable, and Basel III global standards. Regulations prohibit
conventional banks from operating Islamic “windows” in their conventional branches. Instead, each Islamic bank must be a separate
legal entity.

At a glance: Islamic banking in Kuwait
» Islamic banking assets reached $134 billion in 2021, representing 42% of total banking sector assets.
» Sector growth averaged 10% over the last three years
» There are five Islamic banks: Kuwait Finance House, Boubyan Bank, Warba Bank, Ahli United Bank and Kuwait International
Bank (KIB).
» Kuwait Finance House K.S.C.P. (A2 stable), is the largest Islamic bank and second-largest bank in Kuwait with assets of $72
billion, giving it a 24% share of the total banking market.
» Sukuk issuance in 2021: $12 billion

Boubyan Bank's turnaround is testament to the growth of the Shariah-compliant industry
Boubyan Bank (Boubyan) was one of the first Islamic banks to open in Kuwait in 2004. In 2012, it was still small and struggling until
National Bank of Kuwait S.A.K.P. (NBK), the country’s largest conventional bank, took ownership.
This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the issuer/deal page on https://ratings.moodys.com for the
most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Ten years on, Boubyan now operates as NBK’s Islamic finance arm, with 45 branches across the emirate. The bank reported total
consolidated assets of KWD7.5 billion ($24.5 billion) as of 31 March 2022. Boubyan provides retail, corporate, treasury and investment
banking products and services, all aligned with Islamic Shariah principles. Its focus is on digital innovation and customer experience,
targeting the younger generation.
On the back of strong growth in recent years, Boubyan is now the third largest lender in the country across both Islamic and
conventional banking, with an 11.2% market share in financings and a 10.5% market share in customer deposits (see Exhibit 3). The
bank aims to further grow its market share, without compromising its margins, benefiting from referrals from its parent’s large and well
established conventional franchise.
Exhibit 3

Boubyan Bank's growing local market share

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Boubyan extended its operations to the UK in February 2020 through its subsidiary, Bank of London and the Middle East (BLME), in
which it acquired a 71% shareholding. Last year, through BLME the bank launched a new Shariah-compliant digital bank incorporated in
the UK, Nomo Bank, which provides a range of Islamic banking and wealth management services digitally both in the UK and the GCC.
Boubyan Bank has consistently booked new business and increased its core income over the last few years. Its net income improved
to 0.6% of tangible assets in 2021 from 0.4% in 2020 (see Exhibit 4) on the back of fewer loan impairments and higher net operating
income. The bank's strong financing growth (up 27% in 2020 that was also driven by the Novo Bank acquisition and 15% in 2021)
reflects its growing corporate and retail franchise, supported by innovative digital product offerings and the local population's affinity
for Islamic banking.
Exhibit 4

Boubyan's profitability recovered in 2021

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Rapid expansion is inherently risky since it means the bank has large volumes of untested new financing on its books. Nonetheless,
Boubyan's long track record of good asset quality mitigates concerns to some degree, especially since the stable and profitable retail
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component of its new business is typically linked to public servants in Kuwait who are paid good salaries with minimal to no risk of
becoming unemployed.
In May 2022, Boubyan Bank raised KWD200 million of new capital, which will increase its Common Equity Tier 1 capital by four
percentage points to around 16%. The capital increase will fund future growth and provide a greater shield against unexpected losses.
Taking into consideration all of the above positive rating drivers and in anticipation of the capital increase, in April 2022 we upgraded
Boubyan's deposit ratings to A2/P-1 from A3/P-2.
Conventional banks are seeking to adjust to changing client needs
Earlier this month, two conventional banks, Gulf Bank, the fifth largest bank in Kuwait by assets and Al-Ahli Bank, the sixth largest, said
they were planning to collaborate in a deal that would see one or the other convert into an Islamic finance institution. The deal still
requires approval from the Central Bank of Kuwait and the General Assembly of both banks.
We believe that the announcement indicates that conventional banks are seeking ways to cater for the Islamic banking needs and
demands of their clients and to add value to their product offerings. It also points to the attractiveness of Islamic banking, which would
diversify these banks' earnings and also enhance their profitability.
Sukuk issuance is limited for now but will likely increase once a new public debt law is passed
The market for sukuk (Islamic bonds) in Kuwait remains limited. Kuwait has typically had strong liquidity from the oil sector and has
no law on its statutes enabling it to issue sovereign debt. When oil prices plummeted in 2015, the government attempted to pass a
law allowing it to borrow but it was blocked by the elected parliament, which approves the budget. Since then, the government's rising
wage bill means that even oil prices at $60 or $70 no longer cover budgetary needs and the government has had to draw down its
substantial vast reserves.
Sukuk issuance in Kuwait is therefore confined to the central bank and to financial institutions. Issuance is mainly in short-term paper
and dominated by the central bank. Volume was close to $10 billion in 2021. Longer-term issuance is much smaller ($2 billion) and is
typically issued by banks. Sukuk issued by Kuwaiti banks is in high demand and typically two to three times oversubscribed.
The eventual passage of the public debt law would boost sovereign sukuk issuances. The law may be granted an approval later this year
but there is a distinct possibility that it will face further delays, given the track record of parliamentary gridlock.
Islamic finance will also continue to grow across the GCC region
An economic rebound across the six countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) driven by higher oil prices and increased
production will boost growth in Islamic finance throughout the region over the next few years.
Penetration in the GCC reached 48.4% of banking sector assets in December 2021 from 40.5% in 2011. Saudi Arabia was the main
contributor to growth, given its size in the region and the predominant role of Islamic financing in the nation where penetration is
82.9%, but there is a strong growth trend in all GCC countries.
We expect Islamic financing asset growth to continue to outpace the growth of conventional banks as consumer demand continues to
mount.
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Moody’s related publications
Credit Opinions
» Ahli United Bank K.S.C.P: Update to credit analysis, 1 February 2022
» Boubyan Bank K.S.C.P.: Update to credit analysis, 14 April 2022
» Gulf Bank K.S.C.P: Update to credit analysis, 18 January 2022
» Kuwait Finance House K.S.C.P.: Update to credit analysis, 28 April 2022
» WARBA Bank K.S.C.P.: Update to credit analysis, 26 January 2022
» Government of Kuwait: Credit Opinion, 26 May 2022
Sector In-depth
» Islamic finance will continue to grow despite expected lower sukuk issuances, 8 March 2022
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